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Bema
By PETER HARTLEY
I conceive an Independent Study
Degree (ISD) as a degree which
requires no course work whatever,
and which probably deals with a
topic outside the framework of
conventional disciplines. I say
"probably'' because as long as the
conventional departments require
courses, some people whose interests
coincide with a purview of a
department would pursue an ISD
merely to escape the artificiality of
course work.
There should be three IS degrees:
Doctor of Philosphy in University
Studies
(PhDUS),
Master
of
University Studies (MUS) and
Bachelor of University Studies
(BUS). The BUS degree now exists,
but although it frees the student.
from the limitations of the major, it
retains course work, and does little
good for the student who has a
substantial interest in a subject not
covered by courses, and who finds
the present independent study
"courses"
too
skimpy
and
fragmentary.
Courses operate on the principle
that knowledge can be quantified
into credit-hour chunks and that it
can be accumulated as in a heap by
piling up enough of those chunks. To
many of us, that is a stifling and
destructive principle. Therefore, even
if every conceivable topic were
covered by courses, an alternative to
measuring knowledge by credit-hours
would be worth exploring. As it is,
vast areas are n6t' covered at all. The
answer is not to elaborate further the
already cumbrous and ill-conceived
machinery we have, but to go in a
new direction.
I propose that a student who
wants to earn an IS degree by
completing an individually conceived
program of learning be able to do so
by finding a nnnimum of three
faculty members who agree to work
with him, and by then satisfying
them that he ought to have the
degree. The student should be able
to change his committee at any time.
The student should still be able to
take at his own discretion any course
he is competent to take, and since
many students might wish to pursue
less
ambitious
independent
programs, it should be possible for a
student to make arrangements term
by term, year by year, or any way up
to and including a complete program
of study for a degree. For purposes
of this proposal the term "faculty"
should include teaching assistants,
with a proviso that at least one
member of a student's IS committee
be a faculty member other than a
TA.
Instead of recording courses and
grades, the transcript of a student
pursuing an IS degree would be a real
description of work done, together
with faculty comments. A detailed
record would insure that the IS
degree would not be an evasion of
real achievement, as some might fear.
On the contrary, the ordinary degree
would be the evasion. The ordinary
transcript is extrmely vague, evading
any meaningful assessment. The
existence of a detailed record and
evaluation, signed by the faculty,
would make the faculty careful not
to direct what they are not
competent to judge, thus allaying
another possible fear.
Right
now
the
high
student-faculty
ratio
precludes
immediate creation of IS degrees on

stimulating
ad
hoc
seminars
organized from time to time, and a
feeling of equality and creative
fellowship growing between ,the
faculty and the doctoral students.
I know I have not solved all
problems. We need some brokerage
procedure to facilitate the meeting
of students and faculty with
common interests outside the course
catalogue. If there are to be master's
and bachelor's IS degrees, there
probably should be a core of faculty

the master 1s and bachelor's levels.
However, there is no reason why an
IS degree could not. instantly begin
on the doctoral level. No previous
degrees should be required, but each
study proposal should be judged on
its own merits.
Furthermore, the departments
themselves should stop requiring
course work from the PhD. Let's
allow our doctoral students to escape
from 'high school at last. I think the
departments would find many

devoted full-time to such degrees.
There should be some compensation
for regular faculty who devote
themselves at all to such degrees.
Finally, the library would have to be
greatly inproved. That's really the
essence of my proposal-have a very.
good library, and let students gain
knowl!'!dge from whatever source
enthusiasm takes them to.
Further details on my proposal are
available in the Graduate Student
Association office in the Union.
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Scranton Report Prompts Prof's Research Project
Spurred by the Scranton Report on campus
unrest, UNM speech Professor Gerald Goldhaber
is heading research to find out what channels of
communication exist "on and off paper" between
students and faculty and students and the
administration.
Goldhaber said the research and evaluation is
part of an independent study he began in
September. He said the Scranton report related
campus violence to poor communications
between the members of college com:munities and
this prompted the study. He said he is allowing
two years for the research which consists of three
phases.
"The first phase is to research the present
communications channels between students and
faculty and students and the administration and
vice versa," Goldhaber said. "The second phase
concerns faculty - administration and all
University relations to the public while in phase
three we will study the students, faculty and
administration separately."

'What's Bugging Him?'

-·· --·

through observations, interviews and•
questionnaires. About 30 percent of the UNM
faculty have already been sampled through these
methods, he said.
Goldhaber said the administration's "open
door" policy to students is also under scrutiny.
He said this phase will show if administration
secretaries "block" rather than "buffer"
communications between students and the
administration. Phase one, he said, would be
finished before Christmas.

Goldhaber said he has two assistant researchers,
Richard Dillender and Karen Evans, and three
speech upperclassmen helping him with the study.
He also said the research is fully endorsed by
UNM President Ferrel Heady.
Goldhaber said phase one would try "to find·
out what channels exist on and off paper"
between the students and the faculty and
students and administration.
"Such channels include the classroom, as the
most basic form of communication between
students and faculty, office hours, the advisement
program, departmental meetings student
organizations, faculty meetings, and informal
lunches with professors and vice versa,"
Goldhaber said.

Goldhaber said he is applying for a $40,000
grant through the U.S. Office of Education's
Targeted Communications Program. The grant,
Goldhaber said, would enable him to enlarge his
study to include research in a "Big Ten school, a
private urban institution in the East, a major West
. Coast institution and two small private colleges''
.besides the present study being conducted at
UNM. He said he will know in February if the
$40,000 will be granted.

He said the faculty's office hours are presently
being studied as to see how many students take
advantage of their professors posted hours for
advice and assistance. He said data is collected
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Laird Discloses Foiled Viet POW Camp Raid
I

RightOn
ByDANJOY
The report of the President's
Commission on Campus Unrest is in,
and it has laid an egg. Trumpeted by
the apologists for campus radicals,
and condemned by those who
viewed the whole effort as a
"whitewash," the report came out
with its tail between its legs. The
Scranton drafters, anticipating a
rough time of it, reportedly removed
harsh criticism of the political
system, and the war in Indochina in
favor of milquetoast rhetoric which
would upset few.
This strategy, combined with the
death of Nasser, put the report right
off the front pages. While it died a
rather quick and deserved death in
the public eye, there is much that
ought to cause concern. If policy
mak~rs, both public and educational,
accept the assumptions of the report,
then one can safely conclude that
what Scranton, Roades, et. al. did
was most dangerous.
The commission was charged with
the responsibility of reporting on
what are the causes. This is what the
whole thing was all about, and this is
exactly what the commission did not
do. Even when the commission deals
with what it contended the causes to
be, it did a bad job. While the war in
Vietnam and the myths created by
the local Viet Cong propagandists
might have served as a point from
which radicals radicalize, it is not a
cause. Nor is the rhetoric of Vice
President Agnew. It, too, is
convenient, but surely not
substantive. Do they really think the
students that dumb-that they would
involve themselves in radical activity
over the rhetoric of one man? Surely
not.
Then, the suggestions. First, and
as the commission puts it, "Most
important of all" the "overall effort
to
prevent
further
campus
disorders. . .
rests
with
the
President." One could believe that if
one accepted the notion that the
President was/is the cause, or that
the President is in a position to put
.an end to the current wave of
d isdfders.
The
latter
point
completely misses the problems

I

Unrest Report Lays Egg

internal to the university; the former
is ridiculous.
The faults of the report are many.
It is manifestly impossible for any
man or group to come to grips with
the revolutionary atmosphere on the
campuses if he is without foundation
in the philosophy, rhetoric, style,
and objectives of the New Left. It is
also impossible for sound answers to
be provided unless there is an
understanding of 1) the intellectual
bankruptcy of relativism and the
other philosophical absurdities that
are today very much in vogue on the
campus, and 2) the pervasiveness of
these attitudes in our educational
institutions. They were content to
play the game of saying what they
were expected to say.
However, the most grievous error
was to implant the assumption that
the university community is nothing
more than a mini-polity, with
students having political "rights,"
as if it were initially a political
society. There are two good reasons
why this is not so. First, as Jacques
Barzun put it, "The university is the
institution, that is by its delicate
balance of function, authority and
liberty and its normal absence of
power, the least able of all
institutions to withstand the fury of
revolutionary force and violence." It
is this realization which mandates
that the academic purpose and
institution be kept free of the
stresses that are sometimes normal to
political society, but potentially fatal
to the university. Second, the
university is not primarily a place
where men live, it is a place where
men learn. Activities which tend to
frustrate that are those which ought
to be removed from the campus. But
the Scranton Commission fails to
appreciate these basics. What they
have done is ignore the very meat of
the matter.
After the report proper had come
and gone, the Commission came
forth with its report on the Jackson
and Kent State incidents. In a most
superficial manner, the roadshow
moved into each of those towns to
listen to a .few hours. of testimony
from "witnesses" who had been

selected by the Washington staff.
The whole thing was nonsensical.
The proper loci of responsibility for
both incidents rests with local
If
anything,
this
authorities.
intrusion has produced serious
problems for law enforcement and a
tranquil society. It has fed the
flames, and someone will probably
pay.
The Portage County (Ohio)
authorities are not avoiding their
assigned duties. After careful grand
jury investigation by people familiar
with Kent, Ohio (and selected
pursuant to Ohio law) 25 were
indicted, among them the student
body president, Craig Morgan. This is
not to say that any or all of the 25
are guilty. Whether the grand jury
case is proved to the satisfaction of a
trial jury is unknown. It is unknown
to us as well as William Kunstler
who, 24 hours after the report was
issued, was in Kent, Ohio telling the
students that the report was
"garbage."
Notwithstanding
Kunstler's
mythmaking,
the
grand
jury
exonerated the National Guard,
which is not the same as saying that
the whole thing might have been
handled better. But what the grand
jury did do was to reject the "trial
by media" of the troopers and the
inclination to play Monday morning
quarterback by establishing after the
fact how the reasonable man under
the same or similar circumstances
would have acted or reacted. These
latter two things are precisely what
the Scranton Commission did, and in
doing so have contributed to the
potential of future campus disorders.
The imprudent adventurism of the
Scranton Commission ought to teach
us several important lessons. Among
them, showboat commissions are
dangerous. They are not even a good
vehicle by which the public can find
things out. They can, and have,
inflamed the situation. If and when
the President chooses to use this
method again, he had best know who
he is appointing and direct those
appointees off iritq the quieter places
of society to come up with mm:e
light and less heat.

WASHINGTON (UPI)Defense Secretary Melvin H.. Laird
disclosed Monday that a U.S.
search and rescue team raided a
Communist prisoner of war camp
only 20 miles from Hanoi, but
found all the American prisoners
had been moved.
Laird made the disclosure at a
Pentagon news conference called
to expand the extent of U.S. air
attacks over North Vietnam over
the weekend.
He said the search and rescue
team of Army and Air Force
volunteers returned safely without
serious casualties, but that one
helicopter that made a

"controlled crash landing" in the
POW compound was intentionally
destroyed.
The raid was made with the
approval of President Nixon and
was ordered after U.S. authorities
received information that led
them to believe that American
prisoners were suffering
unnecessarily.
"If there had been prisoners in
the compound, they would have
been free men today," he said.
The secretary told a news
conference that was 20 minutes
late getting shrted that the
explosions reported around Hanoi
came from North Vietnamese

surface - to · air missiles which
detonated at low altitude.
The raid on the POW .camp
occurred about midnight (MST)
Friday-about 2 a.m. Hanoi time.
The rescue team, said Laird,
broke into the compound and
thoroughly searched it, but found
that the POWS had been "recently
vacated."
"I had prepared with approval
of President Nixon a search and
rescue mission," said Laird,
" ... after some of our men were
reported to be dying in North
Vietnam,"
He said the team was composed
entirely of volunteers from the

AFTC to Rehear Djuric Case
Rule Right to Due Process Violated
The UNM Regents yesterday
directed the Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee (AFTC) to
rehear a case in which electrical
engineering Prof. Jovan Djuric had
claimed
the
University
administration had violated his
academic freedom by refusing to
promote him or give him a salary
increase.
The Regents' decision brought
an immediate protest from Djuric
that "returning it to the AFTC..•
wiii probably not serve justice."
In sending the case back to the
AFTC the Regents ruled that
Djuric's right to due process
before that committee may have

been violated since the AFTC had
heard witnesses against him
without his being present. The
Regents
refused to address
themselves to the question of
whether or not Djuric's academic
freedom was _violated by refusing
him promotion.
The AFTC had earlier ruled
that a failure to promote him or
give him a raise was not a
violation of his academic freedom.
In his appeal to the Regents
Djuric had asked that a select
committee be empaneled to
rehear the case since the AFTC
had shown "a complete and total
disregard for my civil rights as
well as my academic rights.''

J ovan Djuric

Tuesday, November 24, 1970

Djuric had also asked the
Regents to censure the members
of the AFTC, but they refused to
do so.
In moving to return the case to
the AFTC Regents Walter Wolf
said it would be "up to them (the
AFTC) to sec how the procedural
safeguards are best protected."
Wolf added, "I want to make
clear in making this motion that
we have not ignored the work (of
the committee) ... and insofar as
my motion is concerned it should
not be construed as my upholding
Prof. Djuric's position" that his
academic freedom has in any way
been violated.
Arturo Ortega, president of the
Regents, had earlier said the
procedural issue of due process
must be decided before the
question of any possible violation
of Djuric's academic freedom
could be decided.
In other action the Regents
approved several amendments to
the
ASUNM
and
GSA
Constitutions but rejected another
amendment which would have
established a graduate level
student court.
In rejecting the formation of a
student court for graduate
students the Regents stated they
were not opposed to the idea in
principle but that they simply
wan ted a clarification of with
whom the. appointing power
would rest. The proposed
amendment calls for the GSA
Council to submit a list of
nominees to the GSA president
from which he would make
appointments.
Othcl' amendments approved to
the GSA Constitution include
adding· a graduate student to
Studtn'lt Standards and creating a
system of ·proportional'
reprcsentatio1\ to the GSA
Council. ASUNM constitutional
amendments approved include
those passed last spring adding
graduate students to all joint
ASUNM/faculty bodies and a new
election code.

Army and Air Force and had
undt>rgone intensive training
before leaving on what he called
the "hazardous" mission near the
North Vietnam capital.
Laird called the rescue attempt
"the only operation that took
place north of the 19th Parallel
this past weekend.''
The North Vietnamese have
charged that U.S. planes bombed
near Hanoi and Haiphong, cities
that are more than 100 miles
north of the 19th Parallel. The
United States said that it
conducted only retaliatory raids
against North Vietnamese SAM
missile and antiaircraft sites below
the 19th Parellel.
Laird told reporters that Navy
flyers did provide diversionary
tactics during the rescue attempt.
"Flares were fired over the coast
to divert attention from the SAR
(search and rescue) mission,"
Laird said.
Laird said the North
Vietnamese Air Defense was
caught "completely unaware. He
said "they expended over 30 SAM
missiles at very low altitudes.''
Asked if this were the first time
American forces had entered
North Vietnam, Laird said, "This
has happened in the past.'' He said
it had been a "quite regular"
occurrence. "This is not the first
time.''
He explained the United States
had conducted more than 30 SAR
missions this year to pick up
downed pilots, but that the one
Friday was the first against a POW
camp.
However, he added, "We were

reasonably confident we couLd
land this force at this location."
Laird said there "has been no
indication by the other side that
they would abide by the Geneva
Convention "requiring humane
treatment for POWS and that he
felt obligated as defense secretary
"to demonstrate our concern for
these men."
He was determined, Laird said,
"to show our dedication to these
men. . . to do everything in our
power to secure their release.''
UIJ:tnlli!IL1lllllllllffilll!lllllnillllltlll\llllllll\llll!llllll\\l\1\llllll\\llllllll\illlll\ll\lln\Jllllll

Education Consortium
UNM has joined the Institute of
International Education's (IIE's)
Consortium of schools for
Latin-American studies.
En try into the organizatiol]makes UNM students eligible for
application to the IIE's program
at Lima, Peru, where one or two
semester seSsions are conducted
with the cooperation of the
Pontificia Universidada Catolica
del Peru and the Instituto Cultural
Peruano Norteamericano.
Dates for the first semester will
be Feb. 12 to July 25, 1971.
Second semester in the program
will run from Sept. 1 to Dec. 24,
1971. A variety of courses are
offered for which transfer credit
may be obtained by students.
Deadline for application is Dec.
1 with application forms and
further information available from
the UNM Office of International
Programs and Services, 1717
H.omaNE.

""
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Walter Wolf

Santa Barbara Bank Burners Acquitted

California Jury Returns Verdict

SANTA BARBARA (CPS)-A whether the district attorney will
Only one prosecution witness
superior court jury has refused to seek to retry the five persons
convict any of the eleven students upon whom the jury could not said he saw most of the witnesses
or former students at
the agree.
at the Bank the night it burned.
University of California at Santa
He
was Greg Wyatt, whom one of
The trial, particularly. in its
Barbara (UCSB) with felony arson closing moments, was a c1rcus of the eleven's defense lawyer's
in the burning of a bank here last flying epithets as both the claimed was an "eager beavel~too
February.
prosecution and defense attacked eager to please."
In the longest criminal trial in the character of each other's
Greg Knell, 21, one of the
Santa Barbara history, the jury witnesses.
defendants
and
a
leading
had to decide the verdicts of over
McCracken, in his summation, spokesman for the group, said
40 charges coming out of an characterized
the
defense after the trial was over, "The case
incident Feb. 25, when rioters witnesses as a "pack of liars."
was a fraud a hoax from the very
burned down the Isla Vista branch
' The
.
"They put up a smo k escreen, "
beginning
...
prosecut1.on
of the Bank of America.
he claimed "Do you think they was only interested m harassmg
Four of the 11 defendants were (the defend~nts) could possibly air and prosecuting the leadership of
convicted of misdemeanor charges be innocent?"
Isla Vista. They made no real
of participating in a riot and
attempt
to find out who burned
At one point, the judge
urging to riot. Two of the accu~ed
the
Bank,
and the people w~o
were exonerated altogether, and admonished the jury to disregard
burned the Bank were never m
McCracken's
statement
that
the jury was unable to reach a
this courtroom."
verdict regarding the remaining "Kunstler came to town (on Feb.
judge has set senten!!ing of
five.
25) ' did his job, and
, left, and the theThe
Bank
was
in
ashes.
four
convicted for rioting for
When the verdicts were first
At the close of his arguments, Nov. 25. Their lawyer, Richard
read in the courtroom of Judge
Medical Training
John Westwick, two of the he again overstepped the legal Woloman, said he would appeal
the
convictions.
bounds
when
he
asked
the
jury
to
defendants
were
pronounced
The arson charge actually
guilty of arson-William Hoiland, speculate on how the District
22, and Richard Fisk, 21. But Attorney's Office could have pertained to a blaze that began
fabricated
such
a four hours previous to the fire
when the judge subsequently possibly
that eventually destroyed the
polled the jury, the first juror w;ho complex story
and
"would
$250,000
bank .. The first. fire
rose denied that he concured w1th anybody just pick up 11 innocent
the guilty verdict against the two. people off the street and attempt invovled a burnmg refuse truck
The astonished judge then to railroad them through the that was pushed into the building,
No one was ever charged with the
declared the verdict invalid, and court?"
actual burning of the Bank.
that the jury was unable to reach
Repeatedly,
McCracken
A twelfth person has been
a verdict on Hoiland and Fisk.
referred to "They who are trying
indicted,
but he successfully
A joint program started by the
A decision has not been made
to beat Us."
fought extradition from Oregon. UNM Convulsive Disorder Unit and
BCMC underway at the
University is designed to give New
1100 San Mateo N.E./265-6931
Mexican~ an opportunity to
receive additional training in
semi-professional medical jobs.

County's Addiction Rate Higher Than National Average
used at St, Joseph's.
~
"First there is medical me, I'd better quit drinking," suggestions of how to live and
contact
such
a
person,
she
is
detoxification followed by a reports the Cleveland Center.
rehabilitate with their respective
motivational control treatment.
Karl said there are 66 AA clubs alcoholic family members. There referred to an AA group for help.
Third, we introduce the patient to in New Mexico including three in are three Al·Anon clubs and one We are always on a first name
different therapies followed by Albuquerque. Although there is no Alateen club in Albuquerque, basis," Karl said,
A UNM student called the
more treatment," said Homan,
accurate way of measuring the Unfortunately, however, the AA
He said the program is based on a success of the AA, Karl said he has and re Ia ted groups m·e not as Information Center, Karl reported,
psychological approach for helping a high regard for the movement,
far-reaching as they would hope to who said he had an alcohol
problem and asked why there
be.
the alcoholic but a drug, adabuse, is
There
are
also
two
social
groups
also used. Adabuse, he said, is a
"One of the special problems in wasn't an AA club on campus.
harmless drug which can make a in which elose relatives of the alcoholism is the 'curtain drinker,' Karl said such a club could begin
person extremely nauseated when alcoholic may come for help. She is the heavy drinking at UNM if the need was made
alcohol is consumed. During the Al·Anon groups consist of spouses housewife who is hard to reach apparent but re-emphasized that
first six months of the ATP, and small children of the problem (by any social organization) and is the AA believes the alcoholic
April-October, 733 patients have drinkier while Ala teen caters to the often one of the last of the should come for help rather than
been treated. 67 4 of these took teenaged offspring. Both groups alcoholics to seek recovery. for help to be brought to him. He
the in-hospital treatment, Homan are based on discussions and Whenever we do happen to said he referred the student to a
'local AA club.
said, while the remaining 59 came
to the hospital for doses of
adabuse twice weekly. He said the
drug is dissolved in orange juice
for oral consumption,
The ATP, said Homan, is
By JACK HILL
financed by city and county tax
after that, it's too cold to
Reprinted from the
revenues, the National Institute of
demonstrate. There also needs to nominate Ban·y Goldwater for
Minnesota Daily
Mental Health, the U.S.
vice president, which was Y AF 's
Young Americans for Freedom be a focal point, like Cambodia." beginning, was mqre concerned
Department of Transportation,
"Like any other political·
HEW, and vp.rious private fees and (YAF) is relying on legal battles
anti-communism than it is
military
group, the new left needs with
donations.
to fight campus radicals, two YAF
now.
time to regroup, find out where
When asked of the success of the national leaders told a Minnesota they are, and consolidate what
"We have matured," he said,
(The following is the second of
YAF
conference
Nov.
14.
program, Homan said, "Of the 16
a two part series.)
"and emphasize individual
they
have,"
Michael
W.
Sporting a Spiro Agnew watch
freedom more."
percent polled that we treated, we
By DAVE BRANDS
that
the vice president gave him, Thompson, YAF national vicl!
sure
at
least
19
percent
of
them
are
chairman,
said.
Bernalillo County is definitely are still 'dry.' "
Thompson said YAF is more
Randal C. Teague, YAF executive
not exempt from the massive doses
Thompson
said
YAF
hoped
to
I
ibertarian
and anti-government.
Presently, there are three other director, outlined the group's legal crack what he terml.'d the closed
of drugs and alcoholism problems
"Although
our
government may
campus
violence,
offensive
against
which face the country. alcoholic treatment clinics in New including participation in about campus fraternity of radical have practical reasons, it has
Alcoholism treatment in the Mexico with programs varying
20 suits to keep universities open, control of campus newspapers, supported dictators."
county has seemed more effective from seven days to six weeks. They
to prevent violation of students' student senates and faculty
"Martin Luther King Jr. has
however, possibly because the are at the Veterans Hospital and civil rights and to contest the use councils.
county's drug addiction rate is Turquoise Valley, both in of student fees for leftist speakers
''Ten years ago, the greeks shown us that we hilve race
much highc1· than the national Albuquerque and in Roswell, Pecos and causes.
controlled everything, although problems and poverty," he said,
Valley,
The
latter
two
clinics
are
"The new right knows that to
average and addiction therapy is a
YAF has won about half of its they didn't have an ideological solve problems, it takes perso,.,nl
under the direction of the New
relatively new problem,
outlook," he said, "The
suits, lost a fourth, and a fourth
George Karl, executive director Mexico Commission on ru:c still undecided, Teague said.
machinery (for control) is still involvement, not just money."
of Albuquerqut>'s Alcoholism Alcoholism, The Legislative
"The majority of students want there, in the hands of the
Infmmation Center said there are Finance Committee of the state a college education, not a l'adicals."
about 11,.100 known alcoholics in legisla turc will be asked to revolution," he said. "We think
Y AF's plans include a
Bernalillo County. On lh<' drug appropriate $750,000 shortly for a legal action will channel the "Freedom Offensive" of programs
side, th<>re are b<!LW<'en 50·lll'd hospital to replace the old opposition of our kind of on the voluntary military,
1000·2000" heroin addicts in Turquois1• Valll'y building now students."
voluntary social welfare, youth
Albuqu<'rque according to J. located in the South Valley. The
participation
in polities, frPedom
Teague, a senior law student at
Degroot, director of induction for hospital plans have alrE>ady been George Washington University, versus communism and East-West
Quebrar, a local self-help facility approved by thl' UNM deans of said he did not anticipate furthet· trade, according to Thompson.
Rq>air <\: ~laintt•mmu•
for addicts. Therefore, the ratio of medicine and psychiatry and it disruptions until spring.
Y AF is also setting up free
alcoholics l:o addicts around would be built as a part of the UNM
on all forl'ign cars
university
courses,
and
has
"Sam Brown (1969
Albuquerque is about six to m1•dical center, But a lot of Moratorium
organized
more
than
50
coordinator) told me
one-,as opposed to the national successful alcoholism trE>atment,
newspapers, he
'Joreign Car
he didn't want any unfavorable "underground"
must
be
attributed
to
Alcoholics
said.
average of 10 to one. The
l'eaction
to
students
during
the
Anonymous despite elaborate
difference however, li<'s in the fact. clinical
Thompson said the 1960
333 Wyoming 1\lvd. ::-;x,
election campaign," he said, "and
techniques.
that Albuqu<'rqu(• ranks second in
conservative movement to
:!Ci1>·!i90 I
Jlrec Estimates
"Through
my
knowledge,
no
the nation for heroin addicts, well
alcoholic
has
been
cured
on
his
above th<' national average,
There are sewral clinical and own free will," reported Karl, who
non·clinical institutions for then explained the group therapy
method used by the AA.
combating alcoholism. Karl
"The AA believes there must be
reported. These include social
a
'crisis'-something
to shake-up
self-help programs as Alcoholics
the
alcoholic
to
where
Anonymous and medical therapy help himself," said Karl. he tries to
such as St. Joseph Hospital's
The Cleveland Center on
Alcoholism. Treatment Program
Alcoholism says a crisis is different
(ATP).
for each individual.
Larry Homan, an ATP staff
and thr Sandia Kiwanis Club
"It is that pointatwhichhe(thc
member, explained the seven day,
says to himself; 'I've had
.,.medical and psychiatric treatment alcoholic)
it, If this is what alcohol does to

•
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YAF's Fight to Keep Colleges Open

UNM Photo

Director Outlines Legal Battles

Robert Spears, (right) chief
EEG Technician at BCMC, gives
additional training to two
students Delfina Leal (left) and
Pamela Lane (center), enrolled in
the new EEG technicians course
at UNM.

New Program.at BCMC
Trains EEG Technicians

....

The program, under the
direction of Jim Lewis of the
Department of Neurology, is a
one-year course for technicians
who administer the
electroencephalogram (EEG) tests.
The EEG measures electric
impulses from the center of the
person's nervous system, the brain.

1100 Shop

The training includes academic
fundamentals as well as instruction
on how the hospital functions and
how to relate to the patients. In n
year, the students will be a~le to
prepare a person for the pmnless
EEG test, monitor and read the
unit and also understand the basic
fundtions of the EEG machine "so
that if something goes wrong we
can explain to the repair technician
what happened", said Pamela
Lane, a member of the first
graduating class.

,/

The growing use of such
specialized instruments as the EEG
and the ECG (electrocardiograph)
machines demands training
programs for the persons who
operate the machines.
"The training must be done on
almost a one-to-one relationship
bet ween shtdents and faculty",
said Lewis "and we also are limited
by the m;mber of EEG machines
available for teaching. The classes
probably will have to stay small for
a few years, anyway."
"There arc less than 10 training
schools in the nation," Lewis
reported," and thcit curricula
range from six months to two
years." He added that at tht•
present time there is no board
nationally designed to certify
technicians, the field is that new.
Assisting in the training is
Robert Spears, chief EEG
technician at Bernalillo County
Medical Center. The students also
will attend EEG conferences t•very
other week at the Vetl'rans
Hospital. BCMC and VA are the
primary teaching hospitals for the
UNM School of Medicine.

Specialis1s

f
~
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NM Union Will Stay Open
Longer Effective Nov. 30

.

The BOLD ONES!
Our new Slacks
in wild prints,
zesty colors
Built for Action
I00% Polyester Knits •..
They go where you go

. ·.
~

.. •.,

The only trouble with the comforta hie, great new knits is that they're
much too good looking to be reserved for weekends! Choose from a
~election of pattems and colors to suit
both the bold olles and the more con·
scrvative. Team these slacks with solid
color s\·l'eaters and shirts, contrasting
tics, for the look of·tornori'OW ... the
fit perfect, th; sl~ghtly f!ared ~ut, impecc.ablc. lhnlt for actton, llke you
arcl In sizes 30 to 40.

29.00
Page 2
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The Union will be open one the Union board who approved
hour longer on weekdays and one them.
and a half hours longer on Fridays
Although such Union
and Saturdays. The change will be operations as the snack bar and
effective on Monday, Nov. 30.
information desk will have the
Union Director Ron Baum said, same hours Baum said all the
"the old hours were rather main entrances
'
will remam open
restrictive for a college union,"
and that the desk in the recreation
and added that "the new hours
room has basically the same stock
will provide a better service for as the information desk.
tl1e students," Baum proposed the
The main purpose in the added
new hours, which will be from 7 weekday hours is "to allow the
a.m. to 11 p.m. on weekdays and many groups who use the Union
from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Fridays to finish their meeting instead of
and Saturdays, and sent them to being asked to leave at 10 p.m.,"
Baum said.
Baum said the increased hours
YOU
would probably be the limit in
ALL·WAYS ·WHY PAY MORE union hours because "we los(! an
average of $20 a night with the
snack bar."

.
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SERVE
SELF

FOR
THRIFTY STUDENTS

with

Throughout The West

Low, Low, Price

FIR~~~U~LITY

TRAVEL & ADVENTUR.t:,

HIGHEST OUALITY GASOLINE

FRANK HIBBEN
in

New Mexico Lobo

Vol. 74

No. 53

AFRICA

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505.)
277·4102, 277-4202

9
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SELECTION IN THE

<>

SOUTHWEST!

·~·s.~
~

FIRST and GOLD

Albuquerque

247-4347

The- New Mexico Lobo is
published daily every regular week
of the University Year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, and Is
not financially associated with
UNM, Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
8'7106. Subscription rate is $7 fo~
the academic Year•
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Lobo are
those of the author solely,
Unsigned opinion ls that of the
editorial board of The Lobo~
Nothing necessarily represents the
Views of the Asooclated Studentn or
the University of New Mexico,
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Tonight 7:30P.M.

Locations
I

.I

Bridge and Isleta
320 Wyoming s.e.

Faculty-Staff $1.25-Students $1.oo

2504 Br<><rdway s.e.
Edith one! Candelaria
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-------------------------------Hibben Will Show Wildlife Films
_ The best of 20 years of wildlife
photography in Africa by Dr. and
Ms. Frank Hibben of Albuquerque
will be shown tonight at 7:30 in
Popejoy Hall.
The motion pictures include a

lioness making a kill and an
elephant charge in which the
elephant completely fills the
screen before the camera is
dropped and the photographer
hurries out of the path.
Hibben, professor of
anthropology at UNM, will
narrate the film as part of the
travel - adventure series sponsored
by the University and the Sandia
Kiwanis Club.
During the 20 years,he has been
in Africa 22 times as an
anthropologist, conservationist,
government representative and

animal depopulation expert.
The program principally is
about conservation, and will
include the plan in operation in
New Mexico in which animals,.
including some from Africa, who
are in danger of extinction are
being preserved. Hunting scenes
are not included in the film.
Also included is some film of
native groups, including dances
with a lion mane by men of the
Ikoma tribe who must spear a
male lion before buying a wife.
Tickets are $1.50 for adults and
$1 for children.

ICAMPUS BRKEF§ I
Hibben

(@uartrrn
11Jnungr &
a.rnuntry T!il-T!il-~ur
905 Yale SE

A Great Place to Eat
and Drink, what more
can we say?
2 P.M.-5 P.M. everyday
Thanksgiving Specials

Christmas Song Fest

Mountaineering Club

Applications are now being
taken for groups who wish to be
in the Song Fest for Christmas of
1970 sponsored by Las Campanas.
All groups must have their
applications in the Las Campanas
mail box upstairs in the Union not
later than noon, Saturday, Nov.
28.

A general meeting of the UNM
Mountaineering Club, featuring
slides of the Colorado Mountains
has been scheduled for 7:30
Tuesday, Nov. 24 in the Union,
room 250-D.

Fund Raising Dinner
Arab food and a rap session
with Arab students will be
featured at an Arab Student
Union benefit dinner Dec. 12
which has been rescheduled for
7 : 3 0 p.m. in the International
Center.
Admission will be $1.25 per
person or $2 per couple.
Proceeds will go to help persons
wounded in the Jordanian civil
war.

You'll never taste
acolder beer.

Concert
The second concert of the
UNM Orchestra, conducted by
Kurt Frederick, will be given on
Tuesday, Dec. 1, at 8:15 p.m. in
Popejoy Hall.
The program will include a
performance by cellist Joanna De
Keyser.

Art Pre-Registration
Course offerings will be
discussed at a pre-registration
meeting for students in· art.
education on Friday, Dec. 4, at
6:30 p.m. in the art education
building.

International Wives
The International Wives will
meet at the International Center
Saturday, Dec. 12, 7 to 10 p.m.

Scholarship Renewals
Scholarship renewal
applications are due in the
Student Aids office by Dec. 1.

German Program
Persons interested in
conversational German and
German culture are invited to
participate in a German program
at the International Center
Tuesday, Dec. 1, from 8 to 10
p.m.

Cold-Brewed B-B-8-Ballantine
P. Sallantrno &Son:J, Newark, Now Jemoy

Popejoy

HaH

THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
I

lly United Press International

Pilot Testifies at My Lai Trial
FT. BENNING, Ga.- A helicopter pilot who said he "couldn't
believe" what"he was seeing during the alleged My Lai massacre testified
at the Calley court-martial Monday that he succeeded in rescuing one
group of villagers from a bunker.
The testimony of Lt. Hugh C. Thompson, 27, now an instructor pilot
at Ft. Rucker, Ala., highlighted the opening session of the second week
in the murder trial of 1st Lt. William L. Calley Jr.
Thompson reported seeing "one baby there that had part of its head
missing," and told how his crewmen rescued a child from a ditch filled
with dead and dying people."
.
He said the child, "about the size of a six- year- old- muddy, with
blood all dver him," was later found to have only minor wounds.
Thompson said he and his crew were acting as air scouts for the My
Lai operation when they spotted a ditch loaded with bodies. He said
they landed to find out whether they could be of help in getting
wounded to hospitals.

Military Explains Bombings
SAIGON-U.S. military sources said Monday the new American
bombing of North Vietnam, billed as raids on anti-aircraft sites, actually
destroyed huge quantities of war supplies ready for shipment to
Communist forces in South Vietnam and Cambodia.
It was disclosed that a total o"f 250 planes took part on the attacks
Saturday and Sunday, making the raids the biggest punch against North
Vietnam since the bombing halt began in November, 1968.
The Viet Cong denounced the attacks as a "grave act of aggression"
and threatened reprisals "ten times harsher than the initial offense."

Guinea Repulses 2d Invasion
ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast-The Republic of Guinea said its troops
repulsed a second invasion in two days Monday by Portuguese·backed
mercenaries attempting to overthrow the regime of President Ahmed
Sekou Toure, an avowed Marxist.
Radio Conakry, the official voice of the leftist Guinea government,
said in a broadcast monitored here several resident European
technicians were killed in Conakry but gave rio details of fighting there
or of military casualties.
The radio said simply Guinea forces had "routed" an invasion
launched Monday morning, as they had done to an invading party
Sunday, and driven the invaders back to their ships anchored off the
coast in the Gulf of Guinea. H identified the ships as Portuguese and
said the invaders were mercenaries led by the Portuguese army.

GM Ups Prices
DETROIT-General Motors Corp., on the eve of resuming
production following a 1 0-week United Auto Workers strike,
announced Monday it will increase average list prices on its 1971 cars
6.9 percent.

Pentagon Releases Names

Museums
The New Mexico Assn. of
Museums will hold its second
annual meeting Saturday, Dec. 5,
at UNM.
The meeting will include a
series of workshops held in UNM's
Art Museum and Maxwell
Museum of Anthropology. Kyran
McGrath, director of the
American Assn. of Museums, is
expected to participate.

WASHINGTON-The Pentagon confirmed Monday that for six years
it has been giving the Federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs
the names of thousands of men rejected for military service on grounds
of drug addiction.
The Defense Department said the information "has been provided
with the understanding that (it) ... is not to be used for prosecution or
investigation of any particular individual."
A spokesman for the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, a
division of the Justice Department, said the information "helps us get a
picture of the availability of drugs and the degree of addiction in
various parts of the country."

Present

"GREAT FUN.! ABREEZY, BEGUILING COMEDY."
-Walter Kerr, ·N:Y. Times

·

Louisiana Court Decision
Acquits Radical Paper

World'
News

StereoSonic

Equipment

Forty Carats

NEW ORLEANS (CPS)- A
Federal Distriet Court has
dismissed obscenity charges
against the Nola Express, a radical
bi~weekly newspaper circulated
primarily in New Orleans.
In what was thought to be the
first prosecution of an
underground newspaper under
Federal obscenity laws, the
indietment was dismissed on First
Amendment grounds. Nola
Express publishers were charged
with mailing obscene matter in
their Nov. 21 - December 4, 1969
edition which contained a
p-hotograph of a nude man
masturbating in front of a wall
covered with nude female pin-ups.
A caption under the photograph
read, "What sort of man reads
Playboy?".
Noting that a portion of a
publication can taint the whole
only by rendering it "salacious in
its entirety," the Court found the
Express to be devoted to
"libidinally neutral news reports,
poetry, artwork and discussions of
by Bert Andrews
topics generally of interest to the
A scene from the comedy hit "forty Carats": Barbara Britton and
particular community that the
Robert Darnell, as her ex-husband but still good friend and advisor.
newspaper seeks to serve."
"Forty Carats" will be at Popejoy Hall Nov. 29 at 8:15p.m.
Moreover, the Court did not
~ find the photo to be, in itself,
obscene. Admitting that it was
"shocking and repellant," the
Court conceded that that was
exaetly what it was meant to do.
The opinion stated that the
to • face debate on the Senate the administration was looking for
photograph would be offensive to
floor. Kennedy said the a battlefield victory and in doing
administration had endangered so, created the possibility "of a
the lives of prisoners by trying to much wider war."
free them. Fulbright said the
As the debate opened,
action indicated the F_ulbright scheduled renewed
administration was aiming for a hearings before his senate foreign
military victory.
relations committee on U.S.
If American prisoners had been policy in Indochina.
present, Kennedy said, the North
Vietnamese guards "wouldn't
have hesitated at shooting them"
once the rescue party arrived. The
best way to free them, Kennedy
said, was to get out of Vietnam,
"lock, stock and barrel."
Senate Republican leader Hugh
Clothing Gallery
Scott said he was "shocked to
Jewelry
find any criticism of the raid" and
Footwear
said the government was under an
Leather Goods
obligation to help prisoners of war
escape.
etcetera
Fulbright said the raid, plus the
Phone 242-5533
retaliatory bombing raids on the
1520
Central S.E.
North that same day, indicated

U.S. Attempts POW Rescue
Senate War Critics Blast Nixon Administration
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Senate
war critics angrily condemned
Monday the U.S. attempt to
rescue prisoners of war in North
Vietnam, declaring it was a sign
the Nixon administration had
abandoned attempts for a
negotiated settlement.
Sen. Robert J. Dole, R-Kan., a
top administration supporter,
eonceded it could no longer "sit
back and wait and wait and wait"
for the Communists to release
POWS.
But sens. Edward M. Kennedy,
D-Mass., and J. William Fulbright,
D-Ark., challenged Dole in a face -

Conditioned Air
The air in your air-conditioned
office may be dirtier than you
think, cautions Peter Kalika of
Research Corporation of New
England in the November Science
Digest. Air he tested inside offices
in Hartford, Connecticut, had
more carbon monoxide than air
outside. The reason: "fresh" air
was drawn into the air
conditioning system in the
morning rush hour.

a general audience, but that
"offensiveness alone does not
constitute obscenity in the
constitutional sense. The first
requisite is that the dominant
theme appeal to prurient interest,
a n d '.• t h e c o m m e n t a r y
accompanying the picture
demonstrates that its intent was
not to arouse lustful instincts but
to ridicule other publications that
do attempt such appeal."

American Empire
John M. Swomley, a national
authority on the draft and the
military, will speak at 8 tonight at
the University Heights Methodist
Church, Yale and Silver, SE. His
topic, "American Empire: The
Political Ethics of Twentieth
Century Conquest," is the title of
his most recent book.
Swomley, a faculty member at
St. Paul's School of Theology in
Kansas City and editor of
"Current Issues," is a member of
the national board of the ACLU.
He has authored several books and
his articles have appeared in
several magazines.
He has been active in civil rights
and antidraft groups for several
years and has addressed the
Foreign Affairs Committee of the
British Government in the House
of Commons and has been a
visiting professor of social ethics
in Argentina.

Have you found

True Happiness?

ZAZA.
GUMBO

--·

Professor Sadanaga

will speak at U.N.M.
Dec. 3, 1970

Ski Club
The Ski Club will hold its
weekly meeting in the Union
Theater, 8 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 24.
The balance of money for the
Monarch Pass, Colorado trip is
due. A vote will also be taken to
determine where the club will go
over semester break.

presents

lhvites you to take advantage of its

BARBARA

PRE-CHRISTMAS-CLOSE OUT SALE

BRITTON
in

~'Fort~ Carats
The Uproarious B.roadway Hit.

~pted ~ JAY AllEN
From aplay~ BARilLET and GREDY

atJtlxxs of t/JJ( otl!er comedy smaSh ~Cactus f!owe('

Srnged ~ CHARlES

TWO
LOCATIONS

MARYAN

Based u1m ABE BURROWS staging of the ooginal ~York ~.
Sunday November 29-8:15 P.M.
Tickets 5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4 .00, 3.50
Students WI A ct. Cards-1,!2 Price
Tel.277-3121

Receiveu
•Scott 386 136 w AM/FM 349.95 Now 299.95
&orr 344c 170w FM 379.95 Now 339.95
•Fisher 500 180w AMIFM Auto Tune 449.95 Now 399.95
fisher 400 150w AM/FM 349.95 Now 329.95
•Concord Sto 150 150w AM/FM 419.95 Now 359.95
• Concord Sta-308 30w AM/FM 139.95 Now 99.50
Concord Sta-3Sw/30w AM/FM 159.95 Now 119.50
Concord F-600 35w AM/FM with cosseffc 249.95 Now 199.50
Tope Recorders
•Ampex 1467/AutoRev with Speak Was 449.00 Now 389.00
• Ampex 2100 Ultra Rev with Spook 499.00 Now 429.00
Concord MKIY AutoRev Deck Was 319.50 Now 299.50
Concord 150D Stereo Deck Was 139.95 Now 119.50
3M .Quad Recorder w/speakers Was 599.95 Now 529.00
3M 6150 Stereo Center Was 410.00 Now 339.00
• Narelco 450A Cassette Deck Was 139.95•Now 99.95
• Crown Car Cassette Was 99.95 Now 49.95
Pre-Recorded Tapes
Wrack & Cassettes Were 6.98 Naw 3.98 I
Used Equipment
• Miracord 620 w/base, dust cover, & cartridge 109.00 Wos 160.00 New
KLH Dolby Recorder was 249.00 New/Now 189.00
Scott Compact w/Garrard changar 229.00 Now/was 329.00 New
• Pioneer Receiver w/Stereo Pre-amp. was 439.00 new Now 159.00
Bogen amp. 100 w /Was 189,00 new, yours lor 109.00

435 San Mateo NE
look for the orange bldg.

Hoffmantown Shopping

Center
Tapes from
$1.00 to $5.77

Complete 1"ec01·ding, repai•t
and installation facilitie.'l.
Thousands of tapes to
choose j?·om.. Listen ·
bejo1·e you buy!
256-7241
BankAmericard/ Master Charge

Ryder has a pretty interesting deal for you.
We'll let you drive a truck home for $1
(we'll even reimburse you for the gas) if you're
going to any of these places: New York City,
Chicago, Los Angeles, Oeveland, Detroit, Phila,
delphia, Baltimore, Washington, D.C
Ryder has more trucks than just about

SALE LIMITED TO IN·STOCK SUPPLY ONLY
Stop by and see the retailer who knows the
most about electronic equipment
We dro open six days tt Week
9:00 AM ta 7:00 PM Fridays 'til 9:00
5003 Menaul NE
BankAmcrieard financing available

anyone in the world. But we don't always have
them in the right places. So call us right now
and get the details. Maybe we can do each other
a favor.
·
/
Call Ryder Truck Rental . .~
in Albuquerque (505) 247-9508 . . .
..,..
and ask for the Rental Manager. RYDER
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Soccer Another Neglectecl Sport at U

FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Wr>d. 5·6 PM

Pizzq Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Cenfral at Universily

FUN

By BILL PIKE
"On our team, we have people
At 8:30 p.m. last Tuesday, from as far away as Vietnam,
members of the Edelweiss Kickers Thailand, Nigeria, Kuwait, Persia
(soccer team) were deciding and Colombia. The Arabs and
whether they could afford a new Jews on the team will even let an
$9 ball. "How good could it be occasional Protestant play," he
for that price?" one said.
chuckles, According to Clark a lot
Even the good light beer that of good players come from the
they were drinking didn't make Near East and Africa. But there's
the financial situation look any really no domination by one
better, If anybody doesn't know country. "After all," he claims,
by now about the money scrape "soccer is the most popular sport
that many little attended sports in the world."
face, they ought to hear the sad
When the south campus was
stories that the soccer captains planned there was a provision for
have to tell.
two soccer fields. The fields
Robert Clark, captain of the themselves never materialized. But
World Union team, who has been any Saturday or Sunday
playing ball for about six years, afternoon you can go watch the
blames some of their troubles on teams play behind Johnson Gym.
the unpopularity of the sport at
There are five teams now in the
the University.
University League-Shaheen,
"It has always been popular at Edelweiss Kickers, Shaleke
the Eastern schools," he explains. Sandia and World Union. World
"These universities also actively Union is the ASUNM ·recognized
support lacrosse, rugby, and ice club,
and the rest of the teams are
hockey teams, too."
made up of students and various
World Union hopes to play other members of the local
against other schools in the Rocky community.
Mountain area. "Right now every
Clark and his teammates would
WAC schoo I has a potential like to see World Union get NCAA
intercollegiate soccer team," he recognition, but as far as anyone
notes.
can see it is not forthcoming.
"We've played other big schools
Armond Seidler, chairman of
like the Air Force and we've done the physical education
pretty well," he says, "When we department, commented on the
played San Jose, one of the finest possibility of UNM soccer getting
schools in the country, we only some funds and NCAA
lost by one goal."
recognition. "I'm in favor of more
''The students that play on varsity teams in general," he said,
World Union are mostly '' students who have particular
international players," Clark says. skills should be sble to develop
them. In fact, I would like UNM
to have a varsity volleyball team, a
varsity soccer team, a 150-pound
football team .... "
But when asked if there was a
chance of soccer actually
becoming a varsity sport, he said
frankly, "Well, no. It is a financial
thing."
Coach Ciermans of the Kickers
e xp I a ins that "almost everyone
can participate in soccer."
Ciermans says he would like to see
some sort of soccer program in
the public schools like there is in
his native Holland. He thinks that
if such programs were started in
Albuquerque, the local teams
around the University would have
better leagues.
In Europe soccer is played by
all ages from five on up.
Thousands of spectators throng to
the games to be entranced by the
excitement of the sport. All over
the United States (except around
provincial Albuquerque) the
sport's popularity is _increasing,
The United States now even
claims a professional soccer
league.
But with the present UNM
varsity sports just barely holding
their own financially, the soccer
player's plight looks dim. A few
have suggested bear·baiting or
throwing Christians to the
lions-which local soccer players
think might not be a bad idea.

Members of the University
soccer league, playing the most
popular game in the world. Like
so many sports played around the
University, soccer is entirely on its
own with no financial support
from the school.

Sunday Afternoon

~~~~
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$CASH$
WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood Plasmn Donors Needed I

Try Our GRINDERS - Fine
lta/ioR §aRd\•IIGAeS
IliD Harvard S .E.
243-6369

BLOOD PlASMA DONOR CENTER

:!

~

Tuos.·Sat. 8·5

1807 Central N.E.

Selective Service Director
1
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National Bible Week Committee
P.o. Box 1170, Ansonra Statron
New York, New York 10023
Good. I'm sending you one dollar.
Please send me one Bible.

247 •4406

..
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I

•

I

"

3oth Annual National Bible Week, November 22·29, 1970..An lnt~rfaith effort.
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BATTERY DEAD?

THEN RIDE
THE BUS
ALBUQUERQUE TRANSIT

~
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LOST & FOUND

R;:

iJLUJo;-nLACJ(-;;;;,;;;I;;:,t n!l7!7o:
'"'nrd. can 277-41fi4. 12;2
FOUND:'SMALL hl:a:.c.::,k:::s.::,,r:_ru-:ff::-y-:.do_g_,_p_a-:rt
Peldnl~£l'. I<"'riendJy with r.urJy tad, crunpug
vlrinity. Cnll277·4202 after G. 11/25
lo"OUND :· BLACK
sung lassos in
multi-eolorcd case. Claim in rm. 205,
Journalism Bldr.-. 11/25
~·
FOUND_:;,mall brown t<?rrirr mutt with
bent c>.nr and no coltar. Very shy and
friendlv. llfill Harvard SR 11/25
WALLI•:T AND CHgCJC BOOK lost: ; ••
ward: Need !D's. Call 266-5070 for
Gordon. lll30
LOST: GOLD earring. Call 877-5825 eVe·
nings. Lost November 12th. ll/30

lilMblED

3)

SERVICES

SEWING-dressmnkin~.

tailoring, alterations. REASONABLE. Phone 877-4504.
1\trs. Santi•. 12/2
WANT TO-~~R:::E!.:A:_D_t_h_rcc--,-ti:-m-r-s-f7ns-te:--;:r?
Halse grades'/ Cut study time? EVELYN
WOOD READING DYNAMICS.
4)

FORRENT

-,R.:,o-=o-::M::--:&~B-:::0-::A-:R::D:-:-fo-r-:f;-e-m-,-al;-:e-.o;;P::-;ri;::va-::te:::-;bc~d:
room-bathroom, $150. 296·5832. 11/25

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

5)

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ~--TIMES STARTING _ __
I

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

'

i

FORSALE

10G5 500 USA. G;..:o...:od:-c-o-n-::d,::-.t:-io-n-:$~40;::0:-o-r-;b-es--;t
offer. Cnll243·0066. Jolm Thompson, 12/2
HYIIHID HIMALYAN. Persian kittens for
sale. Paprrs and sl10t.s. Call after 5:00
IJm. 242·1692. 12/2
1960 VW CONVERTIBLE. $350.00 or best
offet•. Runs ok. 842-1842. 12'='/1:'=:-:==
NEW DAMAGED COMPONENT SETS
with Gnrrard changer, amplifier and four
spcalter Rystcm. $59.D5_ l~nch, Also used
confioles, solid state with BSR rhanger
nnd four speaker s:yNtrm-$59.05 cnch.
(Term" nvnilnble). UNITIW FREIGHT
SALES, 3920 Snn Mateo NE. 0-3 Mon.·
Fri. Snt. until 6. 11/23
--------- --·-~
HJ<;ADS, 6' 8", BOOTS (IH ,_ po]e..,:, rases,
Trco. SO». 216A Stanford SE. 11/30
USED TV's-nll style,;, $15 up, 441 Wyoming NE. 255·5987. 12/11
8 NI~W ZIG ZAG Sewiti1:: Machines with
futJ fnctory s.~uarantcr. Nationally ndverti.Sl'<f brand to be sold for $35 ench.
Mcnthly pnYrm.•nb; availah1r. These ma<'hines mny he inspPr.tNI in wan•house- at
UNITI>:D FRlclGII'r SALgs, 3920 San
Mateo NR 9-9 Mon.-Fri. Sat. until 6,

6)

EMPLOYMENT

MALE HELP WANTIW. Pnrt time. Apply
in person. DtJr Weinerschnitr.el. 4201 Central NE. 11/30
HELl' WANTED~Male. Earn $90/weokly.
Worlt three cvenintr.s tt.nd Snturdnys. For
interview phone 261i-0101. 12·5 pm, only.
12/2

ENCLOSED$·----

Courteous service with
a complete Une of moun-taineering uear•
1406 Eubank NE
298-4296

NEW !IEXICO LOBO

20,6~

nalism Bldg. before D~c. 1 •• M:uhng refunds upon rNtuest gtven m Urn. 2()5.
12/1
NI-;;W YI~ARS IN MgXJCO CITY AN~
ACAPULCO. "Spcria!, Stu.'lcnl<l• Ilatca.
Leave IJeeember 27. Call .lH·Oa4G • • •
243""1866 , •• 344·0U31. 121.11:::_---,-:--i'OETRY WANTED for cooperntiv<> anthology, Include •tamiJcd envelope. Idlewild l)ress, 1807 Ea9t Olympic. Lo:! Angeles, California 90021. 12/2
.
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED AJ?S must be
in by a p.m. to run the followmg- dny.

CAR BROKE.

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

, fants

.

oth~r locali~n•. in Win rock Ce~ter,
,Nahonal Bu1ldmg & 12? Made~ra NE

noon. Itcturn

section nnd n rover from rm.

•SkiGloveA
•Warm-Up

NAME

................... .

SIMMS BUILDING

,I

ADDRESS---------·---f

..

to~m·row

Sunday evening. Call today 243-2881~
Dick Kisluk, Coller:e Inn. 11/24---ELDERLY LADY .NTmDS HOOM nn~
board with n pnbo fot• n smnJJ poodle.
Cull days 842·7104. 12/1
FREJ.J PUPS, A cute mixed brc<.'tl, 7 wks
old, R42-9R12. 11/25
RM1-HELLO U Mf'SS! Big A ~oos it
again ! CongratulatlDn,s. Sec you 1~ qo ..
lumbia-Lovc from Sally and Gmmc.
11/24
ANYONE WHO PAID for Mi:nge '70 and
who livt•.J in town r.hould ptck up each

TO COLD TO WALK?

~

I

I

en route. Lt>nvc

1

i

C I T Y · - - - - - S T A T E - :ZIP _ __
...

~

High Speed XEROX COP/ES-Se-No Limit
special roles lot disserlctions-required paper supplied free

I

I 1 1

·t

:

I

•Cross
Country Skis

It can make things work for you.
It's that kind of book.
Read your Bible. You'll see.
If you don't hav~ a Bible of your own 1
we'll send you orie for<! dollar.
Hard cover and everything.
Just one should do· it.
The Bible lasts a long time.

had been director five years ago,"
would be along the lines of his which confront this issue-the
thinking also.
Whatever the motivation, it's
response one gets indicates that
Draft officiitls are hesitant many
clear that Tarr himself keeps a
people
in
national
closer ear to public opinion than
about considering participation in headquarters feel that this would
did his predecessor.
these programs to be equivalent be a death blow to the system,
The CO "orientation camp"
and acceptable because they feel
Tarr admitted, "We haven't
caper is an example of that. It
that this would not be fair to figured out what we would do if
other men in the programs who the Supreme Court upholds
grew out of a study of what to do
with the growing number of
volunteer to serve in one of these selective conscientious objection.
COs-a study headed by a fresh,
programs and then get drafted We haven't really given serious
new public relations man who was
when they get out,
consideration to preparing for
recently a Marine colonel. When it
Draft officials are definitely it ... we would probably be
looked like the plan, which
concerned about the possibility caught completely by surprise."
system officials still feel has
that there may be insufficient jobs
validity, would run into some
to meet the flood of CO
controversy, it was dropped.
registrants resulting from this
The camp idea. was only one in
summer's Supreme Court ruling
CLASSIFIED
which extended recognition for
a series of ideas on reforming the
present civilian alternative work
CO status to non-religious moral
ADVERTISING
program. Another possibility Tarr
objectors. The rate of new CO
I RATES : 7c per word, 20 word minimentioned was the expansion of
classifications doubled in the first ' mum ( $1.40) per time 1'11!'· If nd Is
run five or more consecutive days m
the number of alternative service
month
following the
court
no changes the rate ia reduced to 5c
jobs. He expressed concern that
decision and doubled again after
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.
"we may be straining available Tarr issued his memo clarifying
TERMS: Payment ml!Bt be '!'nde in
community resources."
the standards for CO recognition.
full prior to insertion of adverttsement.
He reported that he has
But the increase is almost
WHERE : Journalism Building. ~m
discussed the possibility of placing
negligible when compared with
Z06, afternoons preferably or mnll.
CO workers in the Peace Corps
the potential onslaught of COs
Classified Advertising
and VISTA with Peace Corps
which could result from a
UNM P.O. Box 20
Director Joseph Blatchford and
Supreme Court ruling which
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
representatives
of
other
upholds the right of COs opposed
government volunteer programs.
to a specific war on moral grounds
1)
PERSONALS
to perform alternative service.
When reminded of the Interior
CIVIL
WAR NEWSP(!.PEHS
_$1.85.
Department's
proposed
When one asks a question about
Newspapers and AntlqUc mnps
free
"Environmental
Volunteer
the possibility-the Court will rule
list. ~42-1254. 12/2~===:--:-::--;::;::
programs," he indicated that this_ on at least three cases this term
RJDEH WANTED TO TUCSON ot• poinL•

~AA4AAA.AAAA•~•~A£AAAAAAAA.~AAA4AAA~

•Climbing&
campi11g
equipment

look tuuo reabs tbt T§iblt.

kopy korner

..

..

•ALP SPOR1'

•DownSld
Jackets

WASHINGTON
(CPS)-The
It was a nice idea while it
Selective Service System has lasted. But it ran up against an
quietly dropped a plan to set up image problem-the image of
"orientation camps" for men manipulative social engineering.
granted Conscientious objector
,And if there is anything the
status who do not fit into any of present-day managers of the draft
the standard alternative work system are conscious of, its their
assignments,
image.
In a recent interview, National
They very proudly point to the
Director Curtis W. Tarr, the lottery selection system, the
former president of Lawrence elimination of blatant social
University in Appleton, Wise., engineering in the form of job
informally discussed his feelings deferments, and the request that
about the Conscientious Objector Congress give the President
Alternative
Service
situation, authority to revoke undergraduate
currently pending Supreme Court student deferments as examples of
decisions, and the new image of the policy of "channeling" which
the Selective Service System former Director Gen. Lewis B.
(SSS).
Hershey once called, "One of the
On the so-called "orientation major products of the Selective
camps," Tarr explained that a Service Classification process."
study group headed by the
Indeed, very few of the
Deputy
Public
Information blatantly repressive policies which
Officer for the system had come
guided Gen. Hershey's 30·year
up with the idea of bringing administration
of the draft find
together men who would not many supporters around national
accept the kind of alternative headquarters these days.
service job which their local
Tarr was asked about this. shift
boards wanted to give them.
in the agency's image and the
The idea never got too far, analysis put forward by some
though. National headquarters draft counseling organizations
decided to hold a conference and that the increased effort at
let
some
of the
national image-building is mostly designed
conscientious objector oriented to buy the system some time by
groups in on the idea and see how defusing public indignation in the
they would react. Among the coming two or three years while
organizations which participated the Nixon administration moves
in the mid-October Washington toward its goal of a "zero draft."
meeting
were
the
National
He said, "No, I believe it is very
Interreligious Service Board for true that the measures we have
Conscientious
Objectors,
the taken have lowered our profile
Central
Committee
for somewhat, but I would have
Conscientious Objectors, and the wantt>d to do the same things if I
AmPrican
Friends
Service
Committ(!e, They reacted very
TWO LOCATIONS:
badly.
518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
The idea sounded too much
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255.0892
like the old "work camps" of WW
(ACROSS
FROM
FAIRGROUNDS)
II; men who opposed fighting the
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
war were allowed to stay in what
Proof of Agt> Required
amounted
to
concentration
EROS .
camps, as long as they paid their
own room and board,
ADULT THEATRE
In the face of this unexpected
518 Central S.W.
Ph. 243·0033
Movie Continuous-lobby Book
opposition
from
what SSS
Store New Open. Adult Books,
officials term "C.O. agencies" the
Magazines, 8mm Film
plannl'rs at national headquarters,
Open
7 am to Midnife
as described by Tarr, "put the
Quarter Arcade
idea to bed and let it die in its
Admission $4.00 (Movie)
sleep."
~Y·VYT • • TYYYTTYTTYY·~·YT~YTTTYYTTTT~

MOUNTAIN
CHALET

•GERRY

An Interview With Curtis Tarr

'i

PLACED B Y - - - - - - - - - -

HASHER NEEDED. 1705 Mesa Vlstn NE.
Call Eddie Sims at 243·0066. 12/2
NEED EXTHA CASH for Christmas? Full
or part-time work avnilnblc !or girls with
pleasant Voices nnd who like talking on
phone. Call 243-5422. 11/30

7)

Tuesday, November 24, 1970

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE-male kittens, absolutely black. Hnlr
Sinmose, green eyes, 299-9614. 11/30
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If The
Shoe Fits

you think?"

"

has already been used and 'Andy's
Gang' is appropriate, but a little
juvenile, don't you think?"
"

By DAVE BRANDS
By now everyone, including the
mayor (Albuquerque doesn't have a
mayor! ),probably knows FLAP
doesn't stand for Federal Legislation
on Air Pollution.
FLAP is billed by its producers,
Warner Brothers, as another
"protest" flick. It stars Anthony
Quinn, Shelley Winters and Tony Bill
and is based on the novel "Nobody
Loves a Drunken Indian" by Clair
Huffaker. It was originally going to
be named after the book but some of
the state's Indian population wanted
the title somewhat toned down. It
was then changed to "Nobody Loves
Flapping Eagle" and then just plain
"Flap."
The film cost $6 million, much of
which was spent in the Santa Fe Albuquerque area where it was
filmed. It is another "biggie" for
Gov. Cargo and his film recruiting
crew which probably no one can
deny. The Governor, if I remember
correctly, even got his mug in the act
with a one-line bit part.
But imagine if Warner Brothers
filmed our Chief Ham's four
momentous (or stupendous, if you
wish) years in the governor's seat.
Now imagine choosing a title ...
"Hello, this is Otto Deringer
calling from the Warner Brothers
Studios in Hollywood. I'd like to
speak with the Governor. Oh? He's

N

"

"s~~ ·n~~~. ··s~~~~ iJ~;s· i~· M~y·

"W~Ii; -~~-.~~. th~~ght. ~r·

in conference with the lower
southwestern Tierra Amarilla County
Republican chairman? Yes, I'll
wait...
"Hello, Dave? Otto here."

"

Y~ah, he's nowhere in the picture.
We still haven't decided whether to
use the Chama fishing trip scene or
not. . . Yes, I know, but it's either
that or 20 minutes of special effects
of the UNM strike."

"

" . .' . .. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

''Fine, great. Say, we're almost
done with the editing... You mean
when the President was in
Albuquerque? Yes, we managed to
get Andy blocked out of the picture
as much as we could ... Who? Pete?

...........•..•••••.•.••.•• !''
"Yeah, well maybe we can work
out something later, Dave. But I
called you about titling this thing.
We're having a little trouble. What do

PCB Pollutants Insidious. Deadly
Accidentally Spread Through Smokestacks, Industrial Waste, Pesticides

?~'

;The

E

Misfit' and 'FLOP,' ha, ha. Sorry,
Dave. But what you want to go in
the film doesn't offer us too much of
a title range. In fact, 'Republican
Politics in New Mexico: A Brief
Synopsis' is all we could think of. If
nothing else, it could be a good
training film for young New Mexican
GOP politicians!"
"?!?!?!?!!!!!"
"O.K. Dave, we'll let you have the
500 feet of film you like and we'll
use the 5000 feet of film we like, so
you might as well kiss-off the Senate
again in '72!"

w
By JOHN HAMER
College Press Service
.Come the Silent Spring, when
life on earth is dying and helpless
man asks why, the names of those
chemicals, pesticides and
synthetics he has poured into his
environment for the sake of
"progress" will come back to
haunt him.
Along with DDT, mercury,
parathion and other deadly
substances, the autopsy of earth
will reveal another compound
whose recently-detected effects
are widespread, chronic and
insidious.
This latest chemical infiltrator
is PCB, which stands for
polychlorinated biphenyls, a
special class .of compounds with a
great variety of household and
indus trial uses.
Like DDT, the PCB compounds
contain chlorine, hydrogen and
carbon. Also like DDT, they are
not soluble in water, are resistant
to oxidation, they accumulate in
fatty tissues and are extremely
persistent in the environment.
Leakage
The major difference between
the two is that DDT has been
distributed deliberately, as a
pesticide; the spread of PCB has
been accidental, arid no one
knows exactly how it happens,
where leaks occur nor how much
escapes.. But in the past four
years, scientists have detected
PCBs in fish, birds, water, trees,
sediment and-inevitably-in
human fat and mothers' milk.

M

' ... And If I Say Ramsay Clark Is A Jellyfish, He's A Jellyfish And That's That!'
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Letter From Hanoi Students
Letters:
Faculty Support
To the Editor:
Your editorial for Nov. 18,
concerning the faculty action
defeating the proposal to create a
faculty senate carries the implication
that those who opposed the ·creation
of a faculty senate did so to prevent
a student voice and vote in
University governance.
We, as principal speakers in
opposition to a faculty senate, wish
to make absolutely clear that this
was n.ot the reason for our
opposition. We are strongly in favor
of a student voice and vote in faculty
meetings and throughout University
governance. We are ready to join in
any effort with GSA and ASUNM to
gain this end. We are ready to
introduce and support with all our
energy a motion to this end in
faculty meeting. We reiterate our
position for the absolute necessity of
a student voice and vote in
University governance. Our aim in
defeating the senate proposal was to
preserve participatory democracy for
all. We hope and believe students
should be included. We invite your
cooperation in action.
Paul F. Schmidt
Marion Cottrell
GiiMerkx
Joe Fashing
Hubert Alexander

(Note: Following is a letter
received by the Canadian Union of
Students from the Vietnam National
Union of students in Hanoi. The
letter urges circulation and analysis
of the new peace initiative of the
Provisional Revolutionary
Government (PRG) presented by
Nguyen Thi Binh at the 84th session
of the Paris conference, Sept. 17,
1970. It is especially relevant in view
of America's renewed bombing of
North Vietnam.)
Dear Friends:
As you have already known, on
Sept. 17, 1970, at the 84th session
of the last Paris conference, in order
to make the conference progress
toward a political settlement of the
Vietnam problem, Nguyen Thi Binh,
minister for foreign affairs of the
PRG, of the Republic of South
Vietnam (RSVN) explained a
number of points in the 10-point
overall solution (released May 8,
1969).
We would like to ask you to help
us make a wide diffusion of that new
initiative from the PRG of the
RSVN. We have here some
considerations on two fundamental
questions as were stressed upon by
Nguyen Thi Binh:
The first question concerns the
withdrawal of U.S. troops from
South Vietnam. On that matter,
President Nixon's stand is extremely
reactionary. He has urged that both
sides should withdraw their troops,
refused to put forth a time limit for
the withdrawal, laid down the policy
of Vietnamization of the war. He has
thus pursued the policy of carrying
out U.S. troops in dribblets and
dragging on the withdrawal of U.S.
troops and usurping for himself the
right to stop withdrawing troops at

any time he wants, and to withdxaw
only one part of the troops, while an
important one will remain to occupy
South Vietnam for a long time. That
stand shows Nixon's designs to
withdraw from a position of strength
to withdraw upon certain conditions
which are actually impossible to be
realized. Therefore, such a stand will
inevitably prolong the war.
The Vietnamese people's stand
regarding that question is very clear:
in order to put an end to the U.S.
war of aggression, the aggressive
troops should withdraw; the
Vietnamese people will never accept
a solution to the Vietnam problem

on the basis of putting on an equal
footing the aggressors and the people
who resist aggression.
The explanation by Nguyen Thi
Binh at the question of U.S. troop
withdrawal has shown clearly the
principled position as well as the
good will, the correct, logical and
sensible attitude of the South
Vietnam Republic PRG. It
constitutes a correct solution to the
question of U.S. troop withdrawal,
thus creating possibilities for the
Paris conference to get out of the
present deadlock.
The second fundamental question
concerns "the Vietnamese people's~
right· to self-determination." On that
·matter Nixon has time and again

clamored for that-the only thing
which could not be negotiated is the
right of the South Vietnamese
people to decide by themselves
their own future without foreign
interfe'l:ence. Such high-sounding
words only mean that the White
House intends to maintain in power
the Thieu - Ky - Khiem
administration and claims for the
latters the right to organize the
general elections, and that such
elections would be organized by U.S.
fascist henchmen, at the bayonets
and guns of over one million U.S.
and satellite troops, mercenaries,
policement and spies of the present
Saigon administration, with a view to
setting up a new U.S. tool
administration. Nixon's claims to
respect the right to
self-determination of the South
Vietnam people is in its essence a
scheme to oppose that very right to
self-determination.
Friends, as regards that question,
you have certainly known the
Vietnamese people's stand, which
had been clearly expressed at the
Paris conference. This time, it has
been stressed upon by Nguyen Thi
Binh as a correct, logical and
reasonable stand which at the same
time conforms to the present
situation in South Vietnam. In order
to let the free and democratic
general elections to appoint a
National Assembly, a board
provisional eoalition government
should be set up including three
components in order to carry out a
policy of national concord, ensure
the people's democratic freedom,
pursue a foreign policy of peace and
neutrality.
For the Vietnam National Union
of Students, Do Van Hien.

In the United States PCB's are
manufactured solely by the
Monsanto Company and sold
under the trade name "Aroclor."
They are also made by chemical
companies in Europe and Japan.
The unique qualities of PCBs
make them useful as flame
retardants, insulating fluids,
plasticizers and coating
compounds, Consequently, they
may appear in a bewildering
variety of consumer products,
such as floor tile, flourescent·
lights, printer's ink, brake linings,
swimming pools, automobile-body
sealants, asphalt, adhesives,
melded plastics, polyester film,
paraffin, paints, carbonless copy
paper, window envelopes,
imitation gold leaf, varnishes,
waxes, ceramic pigments,
synthetic rubber and
water-repellant canvas for
camping equipment.
Coolant Fluids
Industrial applications of PCB's
include coolant fluids in
transformers, capacitors and
askarel·type transformers,
hydraulic fluids, specialized
lubricants, gasket sealers,
electrical wiring, heat transfer
agents and machine tool cutting
oils,
In addition, the Monsanto
technical sales bulletin
recommends mixing PCB's with
chlorinated insecticides to act as a
vapor suppressant and sticking
agent, so the insecticide may·
maintain its "kill-life" on hard
surfaces for as long as three
months.
With all of these uses, it is little
wonder that PCBs are released
into the environment in persistent
forms, which can be distributed
widely over the earth in water and.
air currents. Scientists have cited
five chief ways in which PCB's get
into the environment:
-=-From the smokestacks of the
Monsanto plants (in Sauget, Ill.,
and Anniston, Ala.) where
Aroclor is manufactured, from the
stacks of plants which

i
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about its emission-monitoring
efforts.
Effects
Inhalation of PCB's in
sufficient quantity produces ,
nausea, vomiting, loss of weight,
shortness of breath, lowered red
blood cell count, loss of libido,
and inhalation of carbohydrate
metabolism.
But like so many other
environmental hazards, the
dangers of acute toxicity of PCBs
are probably less than the threat
of chronic, long-term, low-level
exposure, which cannot be
measured or, so far, controlled.
There have been no experiments
as yet to learn chronic PCB effects
on humans, but several studies
have produced disturbing evidence
of their effects on animals.
The initial discovery of. PCB's
in the environment, in 1966, was
made by Swedish scientist Soren
Jensen, who identified PCB's in
the bodies of 200 pike taken from
different areas of Sweden, in
other fish, and in the body of an
eagle.
El McCune, of the University of
Missouri, discovered by accident
that PCBs have a toxic effect on
chickens. When chickens began
dying after a feeding house was
freshly painted, careful research
showed that the toxic factor was
Aroclor 1242, a binding
ingredient in the epoxy paint.
Wild Fowl
Perhaps the most extensive
research on PCBs has been done

(please turn to page 5)

Laird
Defends Action
.
Of U.S. Force in Raid~
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manufacture products containing
Aroclor, and from European and
Japanese PCB plants.
-From other forms of
industrial waste, such as leakage
of hydraulic fluids from
supposedly ''closed systems,"
which are seldom leak-proof.
-Gradual wear and weathering
of products (such as asphalt)
containing Aroclor which may
cause PCBs to be slowly released
in the form of vapor or particles
into the atmosphere.
-From products containing
PCB which are thrown out as
trash and eventually end up being
burned in city dump·s or
incinerators, releasing PCBs in the
form of highly toxic fumes.
(Carbonless copy paper, paints
and many plastics, for example,
are commonly burned.)
-And finally, through
PCB-containing pesticides.
Japan's Poisonings
The acute effects on human
beings of high dosages of PCBs are
evident from a series of poisonings
in Japan in 1968, in which more
than 10,000 people were affected.
The outbreaks involved a high
number of miscarriages and
stillbirths among pregnant women
and abnormally dark skin
pigmentation in infants. Poisoning
victims suffered from chloracne, a
condition of severe pimples and
pustules common with PCB
exposure, and several cases
showed symptoms of jaundice and
liver damage.
Levels of exposure for workers
in Aroclor plants have been set by
the American Conference of
Governmental Industrial
Hygienists, but members of the
0 i I, Chemical and Atomic
Workers union have consistently
had trouble getting industries to
enforce occupational standards.
Monsanto refused to answer a
written request from
"Environment" magazine to
describe its control measures for
PCB levels in the plant
atmosphere, and was evasive

University carpenters build a
small bar for small kids that will
hopefully be finished by New
Year's Eve. The only question
remaining is whether or not the
kids will be able to use it on
Sundays.

\
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Wedrtesday,
November' 25, 1970

A&S Students Will Vote
On Referendum Proposals
The Arts and Sciences (A&S) Student Advisory Board
decided Tuesday evening to present a referendum to A&S
students concerning group requirements.
Phil Crump, student representative from the sociology
department and board chairman, divided the body's
membership into four groups which will try to compose three
or four group - requirement proposals. The proposals, Crump
said, would "probably" be presented to the A&S students
before Christmas in the form of a referendum. A major part
of each propoSal will probably concern the four - semester
language requirement.
A&S Dean Nathaniel Wollman also explained to the board
a proposal from A&S Faculty Committee II which outlines a
new four-year, individual- oriented program of study. The
new curriculum he said- would accommodate 200 freshmen
and takes a "thematic" approach to a bachelors degree.

By JOHN HALL
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Defense secretary Melvin R. Laird,
denying .an intelligence
breakdown, said Tuesday only a
"camera that can see through the
roofs of buildings" could have
warned U.S_ officials that the
weekend raid for American
prisoners ncar Hanoi would be
fruitless.
Nevertheless, Laird told a
nationally televised hearing of the
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee that the "risk was
worth it." To relatives of
American POW's, he said, "This
shows we care."
Laird conceded that American
captives in North Vietnam might
be "guarded more closely" now,
as a result of the commando raid.
But if the communists attempt to
retaliate, "It would be my duty to
recommend strong
counter-measures."
Despite a year of careful
planning and a month of secret
nighttime practice landings in a
mockup of the Son Tay Prison
Camp 23 miles from Hanoi, Laird
said, the best available intelligence
could not make it certain the
mission would be a complete
success.
"These men knew full well
there was a chance there would be
no one in the camp," he said.
But, he added, "I felt the risk
was worth it" to try to bring some
Americans out of captivity. "The
risks they go through each day is a
major risk," he said.
"We could not ignore the fact
that our men were dying in
captivity_"
Accordingly, he said, he
recommended to President Nixon
early Friday morning that Army
Green Beret and Air Force
volunteers carry out the rescue
missions for which they had been
secretly training since Aug. 20.
The United States had access,
he said, to ''the best intelligence
we could possibly have had,"
although none of its aerial

photographs ever showed
A me.ri can prisoners on the
grounds of the Son Tay
compound.
He said the North Vietnamese
let prisoners out for exercise only
as a "spPcial treat," sometimes on
holidays.
Other administration officials
said Tuesday that the raiding
party had hoped to rescue from
Son Tay between 30 and 40 of
the 458 Americans which Laird
said were captive in North
Vietnam.
The United States has no
intelligence men on the ground in
North Vietnam, he said, and "no
camera has ever been constructed
that could go through a roof ... I
hope we can develop a camera
that will actually sight right into
the cells."
Laird insisted that "security
was not compromised in any
way" that would have warned the
North Vietnamese of the raid in
advance, "There was no detection
of the raid until one minute
before landing," he said.
Laird said a full-scale model of
the Son Tay compound was
constructed in South Vietnam for
nighttime practice landings by the
rescue team volunteers.
l•'or security reasons, the
practice compound was
dismantled every day and set up
again at night so the communists
could not foil the plan by"''
photographing it from the air, he
said.
"We looked over all of the
suspected POW camps," Laird
said, "and of all the areas this was
the only camp where there was an
area surrounding it where it was
possible for us to make a
landing."
Asked whether the raid might
have jeopardized the lives of the
estimated 1500 U.S. servicemen
held captive or listed as missing in
North Vietnam, Laird said that
the "lives of our servicemen held
in captivity .are in danger every
day."

